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GROUP 3

Doors: A minimum of two operative doors required that permit entry from
both sides.
Upholstery/ Seats: Driver’s seat only required.
Windshield and Windows: Must be in good condition. Do not need to be
operative. Polycarbonate of a minimum of 3.0 mm (1/8 inch) thickness may
be used in any window to replace original glass. All non-operative windows
must be permanently closed. Other than factory tint, front windscreens must
be clear on all vehicles. Refer Body, Windows for Window Net and Arm Restraint
requirement.
4WD: Four Wheel Drive (4WD) vehicles retaining original engine and drive train
may compete in this class.
Chassis: Frame from radiator to rear of car may be replaced. Any properly
reinforced frame accepted. Additional members may be added for strength
and/or rollcage installation.
Wheelbase: Wheelbase alterations are acceptable.
Cars with wheelbase of less than 79” (2006 mm) are restricted to S/STB and
S/STM classes, whilst being no quicker than 11.00 seconds and no faster than
125mph 1/4 mile (7.00 seconds and 100mph for 1/8 mile) and a maximum of
6 cylinders and 250 cubic inches Naturally Aspirated (NA) or power added.
Cars from 79 inches (2006 mm) to 89 inches (2260 mm) are restricted to
maximum of 6 cylinders and 250 cubic inches Naturally Aspirated (NA) or
power added or single four-barrel V8s Naturally Aspirated (NA) to 310 cubic
inches.
There are no restrictions on vehicles above 89 inches (2260 mm).
Wheelbase variation from left to right, maximum of 1 inch (25 mm).
Suspension: All rules pertaining to Gas class suspension are relevant to these
classes, except that rear suspension is optional. Refer Drivetrain, Suspension.
Trans Brake: Permitted.
Transmission: Any transmission type permitted.
Air Shifters: Permitted.
Fire Extinguisher System: Refer Driver and Rider Protection, On Board Fire
Suppression System.
Helmet: Refer Driver and Rider Protection, Helmets.
Clothing: Refer Protective Clothing.
Night Lighting: Required.
Parachute: Compulsory all vehicles exceeding 130 mph (208 kph), or 140 mph
(224 kph) where four wheel brakes are fitted.
Tender Vehicles: The use of tender vehicles in Super Street Eliminator is not
permitted.
Licence Requirements: Competitors running quicker than 10.00 seconds
(1/4 mile or equivalent) will be disqualified from Qualifying and Elimination
Rounds if they are not the holder of a current Group 3 Unlimited Licence.
Competitors who hold a Super Street Licence (SSL) may run as quick as
9.95 seconds (1/4 mile or equivalent) once per event in Qualifying or testing
only. Competitors running quicker than 9.95 seconds (1/4 mile or equivalent)
during Qualifying or quicker than 10.00 seconds (1/4 mile or equivalent) during
Eliminations at any event will be disqualified from competition.

